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The Writers’ Slate, published by The Writing Conference, Inc., features some of 

our nation’s top quality writing by students, kindergarten through 12
th
 grade.  The 

national journal is published three times a year, including one issue filled with 

award-winning prose and poetry.  The publication is available online. 

 

The editor of The Writers’ Slate invites original, creative and expository writing 

by students in kindergarten through 12
th
 grade.  The editor also invites 

submissions of book reviews of children’s or young adult literature written by 

students.  Educators are also encouraged to submit article ideas for feature article 

consideration. 

 

The deadline for the fall issue each year is June 15.  The deadline for the spring 

issue is December 15.   

 

Send submissions to the following: 

 

Jill Adams, Editor 

The Writers’ Slate 

Metro State College of Denver 

Campus Box 32 

PO Box 1733762 

Denver, CO 80217-3362 

 

OR submit electronically:  jilladams@writingconference.com 

 

Submissions, including electronic submissions, should clearly indicate the 

writer’s name, school, grade level, and home address.  The teacher’s name 

should be included if appropriate.  Due to the number of submissions and 

mailing costs involved, the editor will only respond to a student author’s 

submission if a self-addressed stamped envelope is included.  Submissions will not 

be returned.   

 

The editor reserves the right to edit manuscripts for clarity, style, and according to 

space limitations.  

 

This program is presented in part by the Kansas Arts Commission, a state agency, 

and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency. 

 

John H. Bushman 

Director, The Writing Conference, Inc. 
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October 15, 2008 

 

Greetings! 

 

Welcome to the fall edition of The Writer’s Slate.  In the spirit of 

the season, we have two feature articles which offer details on the 

thrills and chills of authors Stephenie Meyer and Gail Giles.  

You’re sure to put some of these books on your current reading 

list if you haven’t dove into them already. 

 

There are four strong narrative pieces in this edition as well.  We 

know you’ll be excited to read these strong narratives, for they 

demonstrate strong writing skills and intriguing plot lines.  

In addition, there are twelve poems that were selected for 

publication.  We found all the poetry pieces to be refreshingly 

relevant to the experience of being a young adult.  Poetry is such 

a timeless art, and we were happy to facilitate the addition of 

these excellent examples of it to the genre.   

 

Enjoy reading this edition of The Writer’s Slate.  We look 

forward to reading more submissions in the future. 

 

Jill Adams, Editor       

 

 

Chauntele Hanns, Associate Editor 

David Hashemi, Associate Editor 

Naomi McDonald, Associate Editor 

Jeff Wheeler, Associate Editor 
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Fire and Ice and Everything Nice:  An Analysis of the 

Twilight Series by Stephenie Meyer 

 

Lauren Sheely 

 

June 2, 2003.  The dead of night.  Stephenie Meyer’s eyes snapped open and 

gradually focused on the shifting pattern of shadows sliding across the ceiling above her 

bed.  Her hands gripped a tangle of sheets and her heart pounded, beating so hard that she 

could feel each thud-thud rippling through the mattress.  Her husband snored 

rhythmically at her side, palm fronds tickled the windowpane, and the pendulum of the 

distant downstairs clock swung from second to 

second with a reliable clack.  Stephenie’s ears 

absorbed each sound: her senses placing her 

unquestionably upon her bed, beside her husband, 

inside her home, and within her world, yet the 

fingers of Stephenie’s mind remained clenched 

around the figures of strangers--two fascinating 

beings dominating the dream that had sent her 

hurtling into wakefulness and that now seemed to 

saturate her very soul.  From the depths of 

Stephenie’s subconscious had arisen the first 

tantalizing threads of a tale that she knew she had 

to tell.   

In her dream, a young woman and man stood in a meadow surrounded by a dense 

forest.  The woman was nondescript, but the man glowed with an ethereal beauty, his 

skin sparkling with unnatural light: a vampire.  In urgent, low tones they spoke of the 

consuming desire and love they felt for one another, the man’s hunger for the woman’s 

blood, and his tenuous command of that hunger. 
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The vivid dream propelled Meyer into an obsessive writing journey that has 

culminated in the completion of four novels told from the young woman’s perspective: 

Twilight, New Moon, Eclipse, and Breaking Dawn.  In Twilight, seventeen-year-old 

Isabella Swan, or Bella, relocates from Phoenix, Arizona to Forks, Washington after her 

mother remarries.  There she encounters Edward Cullen, an 

otherworldly young man who both unnerves and compels her.  

After Edward saves her life under impossible circumstances 

and with superhuman strength, Bella questions his humanity.  

Her suspicions are confirmed when she meets Jacob Black, a 

young man whose stories guide her to the realization that 

Edward is a vampire.   

Bella’s initial wariness of Edward blossoms into an 

undeniable attachment, and she chooses to pursue a 

relationship with him despite the inherent dangers of a mortal-vampire match.  These 

dangers prove true when Bella’s presence among Edward’s immortal family draws 

dangerous attention from a rival vampire clan and their member James.  A battle ensues, 

Bella nearly dies, and the Cullens destroy James.  Though Bella’s physical wounds heal 

in time for her to attend prom with Edward, their relationship is tested by Edward’s 

growing unease that Bella’s interaction with the Cullens could result in her death or in 

her becoming a vampire like himself.   

In New Moon, Edward’s unease turns to fear when the Cullens celebrate Bella’s 

eighteenth birthday party at their home and her bleeding cut 

sends Jasper Cullen into a murderous frenzy.  Mortified, 

Edward convinces Bella that he does not love her and the 

Cullens leave Forks to protect her.  Bella’s devastation lasts for 

months, but then she begins spending time with Jacob at his 

home on the La Push Indian reservation and their friendship 

helps Bella accept Edward’s absence.  Jacob desires more than 

just friendship, but Bella makes it clear that their relationship is 

platonic.  Jacob becomes ill, and when Bella is unable to 

contact him, she grows anxious, returning to her and Edward’s special meadow.  She 
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comes into the path of the vampire Laurent, and when he moves to kill her, a pack of 

werewolves save her life.  One werewolf seems familiar, and Bella soon discovers that 

Jacob has joined the pack of werewolves descended from a long line of Quileute 

warriors.  Bella is left alone one afternoon and foolishly jumps from a rock outcropping 

into the ocean; the current threatens to overtake her, but Jacob rescues her before she 

drowns.  When Edward’s sister Alice tells him about her vision of Bella’s jump, Edward 

believes that Bella has committed suicide and he travels to Italy, intent on inciting a 

group of vampires to kill him.  Alice discovers her misinterpretation of Bella’s death, 

returns to Forks, and takes Bella to Italy so that she can interrupt Edward’s plan.  Edward 

is saved and his family returns to Forks where they encounter a jealous Jacob and his 

furious pack who promise war with their vampire enemies should Bella be bitten.  

Jacob’s reaction hurts Bella, but she finds comfort in her revived relationship with 

Edward and soon asks him to change her into a vampire.  He vows that he will only 

change her if she marries him first.  Having little faith in marriage, Bella remains 

undecided.   

In Eclipse, Bella’s emotional state is further confused when a kiss shared with 

Jacob elicits a passionate response, leading Bella to admit her love for both Jacob and 

Edward.  However, even though Bella loves Jacob, that love is transcended by her 

feelings for Edward.  The couple’s focus shifts from 

matters of the heart to murder when a series of violent 

killings make the news in nearby Seattle.  Edward believes 

a newborn vampire to be the culprit, but the mounting death 

toll makes it clear that the vicious vampire Victoria, 

determined to avenge her partner James, has spawned an 

army of new vampires.  She will lead in the destruction of 

Bella and the Cullen clan.  In an unprecedented alliance, the Quileute werewolves and the 

Cullen vampires band together and successfully decimate Victoria’s army.  After the 

battle is over, Jacob has nothing to distract him from the anguish he feels as a result of 

Bella’s preference for Edward.  Heartbroken, he morphs into wolf form and disappears 

into the forest.  Bella and Edward are engaged and moving toward their wedding in the 

final installment of the Twilight series. 
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Breaking Dawn begins with the wedding between Edward and Bella, followed by 

their honeymoon celebration.  Meyer has said that Twilight is about finding true love, 

New Moon is about losing true love, and Eclipse is about choosing true love.  Bella’s 

choice to marry Edward, bear his child, and become a 

vampire herself demonstrates Bella’s true 

devotion to Edward in this fourth book.  This love is a form 

of sacrifice for her, as she becomes dangerously ill with the 

pregnancy of his child and also must leave her human life 

behind as she becomes one of the Cullens.  Of course, with 

this fast-paced storyline, there is a lot of drama along the 

way, including a forlorn Jacob dealing with Bella’s 

decisions as well as the return of the Volturi.  In the end, 

though, everyone seemingly gets what they desire—of course, that may just be what 

romantic fantasies are all about. 

Meyer’s Twilight series has exploded into success, each title soaring to the very 

top of the New York Times bestseller list and flying off the shelves of bookstores and 

libraries.  Women of nearly every age are picking up the books and tearing through them 

with remarkable speed and pleasure.  Stephenie Meyer is inarguably a literary 

phenomenon, demonstrating extraordinary appeal and exceptional popularity.  She has 

tapped into and crystallized the fantasies shaped within her subconscious and delivered 

them to ready readers in an undiluted draught of supernatural romance.  Meyer 

recognizes the inextricable link between the heaving bosoms of the world, drawing from 

her own emotional wellspring and successfully whetting and satiating the appetites of her 

fellow romantics in one fell-fairytale swoop.   

While some would claim that Meyer’s straightforward style and storybook plot 

are undeserving of academic analysis, one could argue that an examination of the 

elements contributing to the series’ power and popularity is warranted.  These books 

provide a satisfying romantic journey for the reader and their seductive appeal stems 

from Meyer’s irresistible characters, fast-paced style, effective use of a plot formula, and 

her refreshing handling of young adult themes, including sexual morality, sacrifice, and 

coming of age.   
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Meyer has infused the Twilight series with characters that most readers cannot 

help but adore.  Isabella Swan is a delightful paradox: plain yet captivating, practical yet 

extraordinary, shy yet spirited.  It is partly this dual nature that makes her an engaging 

protagonist.  However, Bella emerges as a 

supremely likable heroine chiefly because 

readers strongly identify with her insecurity, 

clumsiness, loneliness, and practical nature.  

Bella’s insecurities remind many readers of their 

own shortcomings.  She echoes the belief and 

self-doubt of thousands of teenage girls when 

she declares, “I’d never fit in…I couldn’t find a 

niche in school” (Twilight 10).  Most young women also are not proud or confident of 

their physical beauty and grace; Bella mirrors this lack of self-esteem when she describes 

herself as “absolutely ordinary…and so clumsy that I’m almost disabled” (210).   

However, Bella--like so many real life women--has beauty and strength that she 

does not recognize.  She believes herself to be simple and commonplace, yet she 

demonstrates surprising courage, tenacity, and selflessness.  These impressive traits are 

showcased continually throughout the series.  In Twilight, Bella sacrifices herself to the 

vampire James and pleads with Edward, “Don’t come after me… I can’t bear it if anyone 

has to be hurt because of me, especially you” 

(432); in New Moon when she risks her life 

riding motorcycles and jumping off cliffs “to 

hear” (New Moon 359) Edward’s voice fill her 

head; and again in Eclipse when she prepares to 

plunge a jagged rock into her arm so as to 

provide a “distraction…something to give 

Edward the edge” (Eclipse 550) in the battle against Victoria’s army.  Through Bella’s 

path into greater self-appreciation and perspective, Meyer indirectly complements her 

audience.  Because readers relate to Bella’s shortcomings, they can also begin to see their 

own attributes reflected in the opinions and objective views of Bella supplied by other 

characters and particularly Edward, who sees Bella’s “warmth” (Twilight 228), 

Meyer has infused the 

Twilight series with 

characters that most 

readers cannot help but 

adore.   

Bella, like so many real 

life women, has beauty 

and strength that she 

does not recognize. 
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“loveliness” (225), and “addictive” (278) charm.  He makes it quite clear that she is “the 

opposite of ordinary” (210) and that he “craves her company” (266).  Also, because 

Meyer provides a rather sparse, incomplete physical description of Bella, readers are able 

to superimpose their own personal physical characteristics over Meyer’s foundation as an 

enjoyable way to inject themselves into the story, and vicariously undergo Bella’s 

journey into self-realization.   

The Twilight series is first and foremost a romance and all romances must provide 

their audience with a tantalizing hero.  Women do not often encounter a living, breathing 

man that weakens the knees, exudes masculine verve, and loves to talk.  Meyer’s is aware 

of this fact and generously creates Edward Cullen for her readers, the epitome of male 

perfection and a no- nonsense character 

shot of fantasy fulfillment.  Edward is 

“devastatingly, inhumanly” (Twilight 

19), “dazzlingly, and “flawlessly” (43) 

beautiful.  He has “perfect teeth” (50), 

“penetrating eyes” (209), and an 

“incandescent chest” (260).  His immortal 

status ensures that his physical glory 

overwhelms and delights the reader’s 

expectations and as a vampire, he has 

greater erotic appeal as he is a man frozen 

in physical perfection and imbued with 

senses and desires magnified by his extraordinary state.  When Bella demands that he 

make love to her in Eclipse, Edward solemnly declines and explains, “I swear to you, we 

will try.  After you marry me” (Eclipse 452).  His vampire nature makes his gentlemanly 

behavior all the more impressive, for his desires and temptations far surpass those of the 

average mortal male.  He is also incredibly sensitive and selfless; even though it would be 

easier for him if she were immortal, Edward encourages Bella to hold onto her humanity 

and reminds her of her “soul,” her “human experience,” and her “shot at heaven” (453).  

His character is further softened and refined by his profound musical talent, 

perceptiveness, and his unusual enthusiasm for lengthy discussions about emotions and 

(Meyer) creates 

Edward Cullen for 

her readers, the 

epitome of male 

perfection and a no-

nonsense character 

shot of fantasy 

fulfillment.   
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relationship status.   He is a man who fulfills all of a woman’s needs – Roman god, 

passionate lover, friend, protector, and champion. 

Meyer also wisely highlights Jacob Black, a character who infuses greater 

excitement, complexity, and conflict into the Twilight series.  If any reader harbors 

lukewarm feelings for Edward, Meyer’s inclusion of Jacob whisks these stragglers away.  

Those enamored of heat and abandon shall find their breath quickened and their wishes 

fulfilled by Jacob, for he is Edward’s foil, appealingly spontaneous and gloriously, 

sloppily human.  Jacob boasts “long, glossy black hair…silky, russet colored skin, 

(Twilight 119).  He is a celebration of “irresistible heat” (Eclipse 491), “long muscles” 

(490), and “ecstatic” (527) responsiveness.  Where Edward is cold, Jacob is hot, “a toasty 

one-oh-eight point nine” (490) degrees 

hot.  Where Edward is unable to give Bella a 

human experience, Jacob is more than 

able to provide her with a family, 

children, and years that pass “and mean 

something as they pass” (529).  Where 

Edward exerts control with an iron will, 

Jacob embraces abandon and freedom.  

Unlike Edward, who fears devouring Bella 

every time he moves in for a kiss, Jacob 

does not hesitate to take what he wants, or 

as Bella marvels, “my lips were moving with his in strange, confusing ways they’d never 

moved before –because I didn’t have to be careful with Jacob, and he certainly wasn’t 

being careful with me” (527).  His character also provides the primary tension and 

conflict in the series.  Bella can only sustain so much injury and her life can only be 

threatened so many times before the reader desires a dilemma that comes from a source 

other than violence.  Jacob is this source.  He provides Bella with an alternative lifestyle 

to the one she will have with Edward and that lifestyle is valid, meaningful, and 

passionate.  There are no guarantees that she will retain her human characteristics once 

she becomes a vampire.  She cannot be sure that she will have a soul when she is 

changed.  She has no way of knowing if cherished human experiences, such as making 

Those enamored of heat 

and abandon shall find 

their breath quickened and 

their wishes fulfilled by 

Jacob, for he is Edward’s 

foil, appealingly 

spontaneous and 

gloriously, sloppily 

human.   
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love and growing older, will have the same meaning when she is immortal.  With Jacob 

as a representation of all the lust, heat, and life to be had in the world, Bella cannot make 

a blind tumble into vampirism.  Her sacrifice to Edward gains force and emotional impact 

and her inner conflict is magnified for the reader because it is juxtaposed against a 

possible future with Jacob. 

Meyer employs a simple and direct style that makes reading the Twilight series 

fast-paced and comfortable.  She utilizes short sentences, short paragraphs, and concise, 

vivid descriptions of physical features, setting, and emotions to inform and stimulate the 

reader without bogging them down with excessive detail.  For example, after Bella 

discovers that Edward is a vampire she gives a succinct breakdown of her situation: 

“About three things I was absolutely positive.  First, Edward was a vampire.  Second, 

there was a part of him – and I didn’t know how potent that part might be – that thirsted 

for my blood.  And third, I was unconditionally 

and irrevocably in love with him” (Twilight 

195).  This economy of words is especially 

important when considering that Meyer’s 

primary audience is young, and perhaps a bit 

impatient for action.  Meyer’s dialogue follows 

suit, comprised of colloquial, casual, and 

contemporary language.  The books are formatted with large print and generous spacing, 

giving them a cleaner and less intimidating appearance than the cramped pages typical 

classics.  The orderly pages of the Twilight series ensure that reading is without strain, 

faster, and satisfying – pages with fewer words are turned quickly and give the reader a 

sense of progress and accomplishment.  Meyer has also provided clever titles for the 

chapters of her novels.  Chapters such as “Blood Type” (85), “Cult” (New Moon 252), 

and “Fire and Ice” (Eclipse 487) entice the reader and give them clear indications of the 

section’s main events, ideas, and/or conflicts.  Along the same lines, Meyer has included 

quotes from the Bible, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, Robert Frost’s “Fire and Ice” 

and an excerpt from Edna St. Vincent Millay’s “Childhood is the Kingdom Where 

Nobody Dies.”  These passages, placed at the beginning and the end of each novel, set 

the tone, place Bella and Edward’s story in a larger literary context, and emphasize the 

Meyer employs a simple 

and direct style that makes 

reading the Twilight series 

fast-paced and 

comfortable.   
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themes of temptation, star-crossed love, good and evil, and immortality explored in the 

series.     

Romance and adventure stories are often read by “those who dream themselves 

out of their familiar existences” (Bedford 23).  The success of these stories greatly 

depends on a relatively rigid plot formula that has been proven to entertain and deliver a 

satisfying jolt of excitement and wish fulfillment.  The Compact Bedford Introduction to 

Literature defines the winning formula for a romance novel as: 

A story focused on the growing relationship between the heroine and hero.  After 

a number of complications, they discover lasting love and make a permanent 

commitment to each other in marriage.  The plot should move quickly.  

Background information about the heroine should be kept to a minimum.  The 

hero should appear as early as possible, so that the hero’s and heroine’s feelings 

about each other are in the foreground as they cope with misperceptions they keep 

them apart.  The more tension created by their uncertainty about their relationship, 

the greater the excitement and anticipation for the reader. (Bedford 25) 

Meyer’s popularity can be partly attributed to her faithful compliance with the 

guidelines for the romance formula.  The central plot of the Twilight series is tightly 

focused on the developing relationship between Bella and Edward.  Meyer introduces 

battles, injuries, werewolves, and near-death experiences primarily to provide obstacles 

that will prolong the inevitable and expected conclusion, that Bella and Edward will 

marry and live— err, die--happily ever after.  

Meyer’s uncomplicated writing style ensures that 

the plot develops quickly.  Very few details are 

given concerning Bella’s childhood, her mother, 

and her life in Phoenix.  Within two pages of 

Twilight, Bella has boarded the plane for Forks 

and effectively left Phoenix and all its messy 

particulars behind.  Edward makes his dramatic 

appearance on page eighteen of the first chapter, 

and on page twenty-three, Bella and Edward are 

neck-deep in misperceptions.  Bella is baffled by 

The central plot of the Twilight 

series is tightly focused on the 

developing relationship between 

Bella and Edward.  Meyer 

introduces battles, injuries, 

werewolves, and near-death 

experiences primarily to provide 

obstacles that will prolong the 

inevitable and expected conclusion, 

that Bella and Edward will marry 

and live— err, die happily ever 

after.   
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Edward’s “hostile, furious” (Twilight 23) expression and concludes that he finds her 

repulsive, while Edward, sledge-hammered by Bella’s mouth-watering scent, is utterly 

convinced that she is an evil temptress sent straight from hell to provoke him into 

mangling the existence he has meticulously created.  After their disastrous first 

encounter, it is Edward’s wish to avoid slaughtering Bella in the halls of Forks High 

School and Bella’s confusion of Edward’s reproachful treatment that keeps the pair apart 

for a time.  Meyer has admirably kept Bella and Edward in limbo, filling four books with 

enough tension, miscommunication and anticipation to keep her couple unwed and her 

readers very happy. 

Meyer’s Twilight series also presents the traditional young adult themes of 

morality and sacrifice in a responsible and refreshing manner.  In today’s world, 

teenagers are besieged by television programs, books, movies, and video games that tend 

to glamorize immoral behavior and promote callous, irresponsible, and detached attitudes 

toward sex and violence.  Some 

young adult novels have been known 

present sex casually and to overemphasize 

physical pleasure and underemphasize the 

emotional effects and challenges of a 

physical relationship.  Meyer, on the other 

hand, highlights the sweetness of Edward 

and Bella’s relationship and even 

though their meetings are extremely chaste, 

she makes it clear that they share a powerful 

attraction and intimate bond.  When Edward first demonstrates his love for Bella 

physically, his eyes “never move” from Bella’s, his hands, “with deliberate slowness,” 

slide down the sides of her neck and his nose “skims across her collarbone” (Twilight 

276).  Meyer shows the way they savor each other and uses words such as “gently” (275) 

and “tenderly” (276) and “warmth” (277) to clearly stress the trust and comfort between 

Bella and Edward, as well as to give expression to the manner in which physical love 

should be shared.  They rarely kiss and yet their explorations are charged and surprisingly 

erotic, demonstrating the complexity and excitement that can be experienced when two 

After they declare their 

love for each other, Meyer 

then assaults them with 

blood-thirsty vampires, 

complicated friendships, 

and moral dilemmas to 

keep them from their 

happily-ever-after.   
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people explore the range of physical communication that exists beyond sex and allow 

themselves to revel in anticipation.  Many young adult novels and movies geared toward 

teenagers depict a hormone charged boyfriend tirelessly gearing his girlfriend toward the 

bed.  Meyer resists this cliché, casting Edward as the staunch upholder of the traditional 

value that marriage should precede sexual union; he guards Bella’s virtue meticulously.   

Regarding violence, the Cullen clan’s refusal to drink human blood is an indirect 

means for Meyer to reaffirm the preciousness of human life.  She adds force to the 

message that life is sacred when all characters intent on wreaking havoc and taking life in 

the Twilight series are swiftly and decidedly crushed.  Regarding drugs, the only 

references to drugs are made in a joking 

manner when Edward compares his 

addiction to Bella with an alcoholic’s 

desire for the finest “hundred-year-old 

brandy” (267) or with a heroin addict finding 

their “exact brand of heroin.”  The message 

Meyer sends is that relationships are the 

most powerful elixir on earth and that 

nothing compares to the joy of finding an 

ideal partner. 

There is no doubt that many 

teenagers are inherently more self-

referential and narcissistic than most 

adults.  This self-centeredness is often celebrated in popular films geared toward teens or 

in books such as the Gossip Girl series.  In contrast, Meyer’s characters put others’ 

interests before their own, they fight to uphold goodness even when it does not serve 

them, and they deny themselves immediate gratification in order to preserve their virtue 

and the virtue of others: when Bella decides to meet the vampire James alone in order to 

protect the Cullens, when Jacob fights with and defends Edward even though Edward’s 

existence keeps him from being with Bella, and when Edward makes sure that he and 

Bella stay true to a traditional value system concerning marriage and commitment, Meyer 

Between the pages of her 

books, readers find 

fascinating characters, a 

clear and fast-paced 

adventure, a proven 

romance formula, and a 

fresh portrayal of classic 

young adult themes. 
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communicates that a person must be able to look beyond their personal wants and needs 

in order to become an adult. 

Stephenie Meyer had a dream one night, sprung from the fertile depths of her 

subconscious and acting on the feeling that awoke her from that dream, June 2, 2003 – 

the feeling that she absolutely had to tell the story of Bella and Edward—has led her to an 

enviable position as the writer of a series that has skyrocketed to acclaim.  Why are her 

books so popular?  What makes them so appealing?  She has unapologetically given her 

readers the romance and adventure they crave, but don’t find in the avenues of real life.  

Between the pages of her books, readers find fascinating characters, a clear and fast-

paced adventure, a proven romance formula, and a fresh portrayal of classic young adult 

themes.   
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The Truth in Lies: A Deconstruction of Gail Giles   

 

Jeff Wheeler 

 

 The teen thriller has been perfected.  Intense and poignant, the novels of Gail 

Giles are reaching reluctant readers with edgy fiction that today’s teens need. It is 

material that does little to glamorize or make light of teen life.  She captures the attention 

of young adults with biting content that they don’t expect to find.  She then keeps them 

interested by offering more than the stereo typical teen lit, coming of age tales, with 

white washed Hollywood endings.  Gail has mastered the rare (but seemingly simple) 

understanding that the lives of teens are different from adults, but no less real to them. 

To find inspiration, Giles draws from her own experiences growing up in a strict 

Catholic school.  She is able speak from her own interaction with teens as a teacher for 

twenty years in the Texas school system.  She also draws from the locations that she has 

called home, having lived in Anchorage and 

Fairbanks, Alaska, Chicago, and numerous 

cities in Texas.  Taking from so many life 

experiences, she has a writing process all her 

own.  This process started to take its shape at a young 

age. 

 As a child growing up in LaMarque, Texas, 

Gail Giles wasn’t what you would consider to be a 

“well behaved” child.  That’s not to say that she 

was not a good student.  In fact, she took pride in her 

ability to maintain high marks while still finishing 

her class work as quickly as possible.  To her, less time spent on schoolwork meant more 

time for mischief.  There was however, one place that she did behave, the library.  Her 

mother would often drop Gail off at the library when she didn’t have school as a way to 

take a break from the obnoxious behavior.  After befriending the librarian over a 

discussion on the unrealistic life of Nancy Drew, she would come back to the library and 
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find a pile of books waiting for her.  The librarian began setting aside time for a 

discussion with Gail about the books that she left.  She asked Gail questions and 

encouraged thought on the texts, giving Gail her first look at where she could go in a 

story. 

In fourth grade, her Catholic school did not have a library.  There were books in 

each classroom, but only a series about the lives of the saints.  Not the type of child to 

find interest in the lives led by saints, 

Gail looked to make trouble.  In the 

Catholic school that she attended, such 

rebel rousing was not looked upon kindly.  

Between her marks and her actions, she 

was constantly in and out of the nuns’ favor.  

Several times she had been reprimanded for 

telling stories.  At the time, Gail saw a clear 

distinction between telling stories and 

lying; she never thought of herself as a 

liar.  She just told stories, often for no reason at all. Eventually, a nun at her school would 

help to spark and changed the way that she looked at telling stories. 

 On an average day in the fourth grade, a nun approached Gail’s desk to check 

over her work.  The nun mentioned that she had been having a bit of a bad day, and was 

in serious need of a laugh.  The nun asked Gail to write a funny story that would help to 

cheer her up and bring a smile to her face.  She told Gail to write a story about a family 

sitting down to enjoy a holiday dinner together.  At this Gail was starting to lack interest, 

finding the subject matter to be a bit mundane.  That’s when the nun changed her 

perspective on writing.  She asked Gail to write this story from the point of view of an ant 

that happened to be witness to the meal.  This strange perspective intrigued Gail.  She had 

an idea and ran with it, writing, revising, and rewriting the intricacies of the plot.  Once 

satisfied, she handed her story to the nun.  Then nun began reading, at first only offering 

a smirk and perhaps a chuckle.  Finally she could not hold back and burst into laughter.  

Knowing that she had just cracked the nun’s outward shell thrilled Gail. 

 

“I had never read a book that 

made me want to see what was 

on the next page so bad, until I 

picked up Cass McBride.”  

 - Spencer Gerhke, 10th grade   

(Speaking about the novel 

What Happened to Cass 

McBride?) 
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Gail spent two years as a substitute 

English teacher before spending eighteen 

years as a high school teacher, primarily 

teaching remedial reading.  Many of her 

students were in these classes due to low 

reading levels.  Most of the other students 

were in her classes because the simply 

didn’t care and refused to read.  As a 

whole, the students in her class weren’t 

always the most well- mannered students in 

the school.  She jokes that her “on the edge 

of your seat” style of novel is derived from 

her approach to teaching.  

In writing teen thriller novels, it is 

clear that Gail derives inspiration from her 

days teaching these remedial classes.  She writes in a style that has been acknowledged as 

reaching reluctant readers.  She has succeeded with acclaim at her craft much in part to 

due to the students in her classes.  She is able to understand what it takes in her writing to 

reach teens, because of what it took to reach her students in these classes.   

The young adult literature novels by Gail Giles can almost all be called edgy.  

Though individually, they cover a wide 

scope of teen topics.  Some characters are 

brutally manipulative while others suffer 

from insanity.  Characters are 

intentionally burnt, beat to death, and 

buried alive by their peers.  These intense 

and changing scenarios are all 

surrounded by real emotion.  As in real 

life, good kids make bad decisions.  Things 

can and do go wrong.  There are struggles to 

“I was able to find out what novels 

worked and what didn’t for the 

kids and for me.  And I had 

empirical evidence.  The books 

that worked were in short supply 

at the end of the day.  The kids 

stole them to read ahead.  And 

even better stole them at the end of 

the unit to read them again.  The 

books they loved were always the 

ones that keep you on the edge.”  

 - Gail Giles 

“I see something, look at it 

from another angle, take it 

and compare it to something, 

change it a little, ask ‘what if’.  

That’s what makes a writer, I 

think.  Taking an idea and 

flipping it over, turning it 

inside out, seeing if it has 

holes in it and if it doesn’t, 

wondering why.”  -Gail Giles 
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find futures and redemptions.  True to life, things don’t always end up okay.  It is this 

uncommon trust and honesty in teen lit that attracts readers, especially those that would 

ordinarily lack interest.  

In 1997 Gail celebrated the release of her first published book, 

Breath of the Dragon.  Based on a student that Gail had in class, the book 

follows the protagonist, Malila, whose father has died, and her mother 

has moved to America leaving her with her grandmother in a small 

Taiwanese village.  Over several years Malila’s grandmother shares 

family stories with her as she learns more about her culture. She is often 

picked on at school, and Malila becomes unhappy, feeling like an 

outsider.  Her grandmother speaks of the “Dragon’s Breath”, that can 

bring “great pain and sorrow, but can turn coal into diamond”.  When Malila feels down, 

her grandmother tells her “The Dragon has breathed upon you today.”  Eventually, Malila 

finds her true talent and becomes happy with her life. 

In 2002 her first teen thriller was published, Shattered Glass.  The story is told 

from the perspective of Young Steward, a high school student.  It follows 

the student Simon Glass on his journey from being an overweight, 

awkward, social outcast through his rise to popularity.  At first he seems 

eager to please his new friends, but he has plans of his own.  His 

popularity and confidence allow him to express a darker side.  His new 

‘friends’ that have helped lead him to his new status amongst the senior 

class, see this and it eventually leads them to murder.  

In 2003 Giles saw the release of her third book, Dead Girls Don’t 

Write Letters.  This book is the story of a girl, Sunny, who is attempting to 

deal with her struggling family after the death of her older sister Jazz.  Her 

father is an alcoholic, and her mother is suffering from debilitating 

depression.  Sunny seems to resent her dead sister, and the way in which her 

family has mourned the loss.  Amidst dealing with this, Sunny receives a 

letter from her ‘dead’ sister.  The novel ends leaving the reader wondering 

how much of the story they just read was based in reality, and how much of 

it was in Sunny’s head.  
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The fast paced novel Playing in Traffic was released in 2004.  The character Matt 

Lathrop has gone through school unnoticed, trying at all cost to attract as little attention 

as he could.  Skye Colby on the other hand is the always the 

center of attention.  With Tattoos, multiple piercings, wildly 

colored hair, and a constant string of strange behavior, the 

attention that she Skye isn’t the type of attention that most 

people would want, but she loves it.  She is darkly vivacious 

and outspoken, and begins to focus her attention to Matt. She 

gets him to open up, and share things about himself.  Suddenly 

people are starting to take notice of Matt.  This hitch in his 

makeup begins to unravel his life.  This novel starts by taking 

off like a shot, and ends with one as well.  

What Happened to Cass McBride? was published and released in 2006.  This 

story follows the title character and the fate that her words bring her.  Her 

words lead her to be buried alive as revenge.  She is then able to use her 

words and outsmart her enemies, leading to her rescue.  Eventually the 

power of her words directly leads to her mental breakdown.  

Inspired by her love for courtroom drama, Right Behind You (my 

personal favorite of her works) was published in 2007.  At age nine, Kip 

McFarland is charged with the brutal murder of a young boy.  Kip is 

committed to mental hospital, and sentenced to time in a juvenile ward.  

Once released, Kip is relocated to new surroundings and goes by the name 

‘Wade’.  Now able to start a ‘normal life’, he makes a friend, Sam.  Sam has 

a past that she is not proud of, suffering from alcohol addiction. All the 

while carrying the secret of his past, Kip/Wade struggles to find futures and 

redemptions in his life.  This novel raises some interesting questions to the 

reader.  At what point can and should people forgive the mistakes of your 

past.  At what point can and should you forgive yourself. 

After reading all of Gail Giles published work, one can begin to 

make several conclusions.  Although her novels are all quite different and 

deal with a variety of teen issues, they all have striking similarities.  Many of her books 
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are in one way or another, open-ended.  This allows the story to never really stop working 

after the final page is turned.  Not to say that the novels don’t have conclusions, but 

rather the story can continue in the imagination of the reader.  This approach to writing is 

true to life.  The resolution of conflicts--for better or worse--is a daily occurrence, but 

tomorrow always comes bringing new obstacles with it.  Many of Gail Giles’ fans would 

love to read a sequel to one of her books, possibly in hopes of finding further closure.  

Though it seems that “Closure” is not what Gail has ever had in mind.   

Gail Giles has always loved telling stories.  She fell in love with reading in third 

grade.  Discovered how to approach writing in fourth grade.  Decided to devote her life to 

teaching others while in high school and college.  Then learned how to captivate teens 

while teaching. Finally, she was pushed to write a novel.  After many failed manuscripts, 

she was published. Her whole life she had been creating, writing and telling stories.  

Early on her stories got her in trouble by the nun’s for lying.  Later in life, her stories 

were published.  As Gail has noted, “I like to lie, and that’s the truth.  Now, I get paid to 

do it.” 
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Infection 
By Shaun Datta 

 

Quench 

Thirsty.  The need was overpowering-it coiled around his mind, the undying wish 

for blood conquering his thoughts.  He fell toward the counter with a grunt, his head 

meeting the ceiling midway as he spat with ferocity.  He stumbled the remaining distance 

to the counter, where he tore open the pack of meat. 

The scarlet liquid spattered his shirt as he dug his mouth into the meat.  He 

clawed at the meat pack, catching dirt and blood in his fingernails.  His vicious behavior 

lessened when all that remained were several chunks of crudely ripped meat hanging off 

the package.   

The thirst receded as quickly as it had come.  Robert Cummings gasped.  “I am a 

monster.”  He trudged upstairs to wash his blood-stained shirt. 

 

Infection 

 Things had changed since he had started testing-even before the virus had 

consumed him, the old Robert Cummings-the virus was unlike anything else.  The 

mutation was elegant, almost—the host was not hurt, physically, but strengthened.  Or so 

it has seemed.   

 Vampirism.  That was the true term.  The virus had the ability to raise the host’s 

level of stress and aggression.  The body required more, more than that which regular 

food could provide. Over time, the host would begin to rely on raw meat. 

  

Robert Cummings gasped as the rat scurried away, leaving two small bite marks 

on his palm.  The pain was controlling him-he fell in a series of sharp spasms, then 

fumbled in his pockets until his shaking fingers grasped the car keys.  No, he though.  

Please, no. 

The rat -one of the hosts of the new strains- escaped.  It broke straight through the 

cage.  It was a host.  It bit me.  He was feeling light headed…No.  He had to make it.  He 
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couldn’t be found by the doctors.  An infected human—he would be quarantined.  Could 

it really infect humans? 

Papers scattered across the floor as Robert burst through the door of the office.  

Abort.  The study is over.  That part was easy enough.  He had more pressing issues on 

his mind at the moment.  Robert clattered down the stairs, each hurried step echoing a 

metal clang. 

By the time he had reached the parking lot, his shirt was wet with blood.  He ran 

to his jet-black sports car, using the side door to steady himself.  Get in the car, he 

pleaded to himself.  Save yourself. 

Out of the corner of his eye, he saw a security guard nearing.  “Excuse me, sir?”  

Robert ignored him, and , taking no care for his prized car now, pried open the car door, 

jumped inside and slammed the door shut with a resounding clang.  Before the guard 

could say any more, he turned the key in the ignition and stepped on the gas. 

He hurtled down through the parking lot and onto the main road.  He was feeling 

dizzy…His head dropped for just a margin of a second, then his consciousness was jolted 

awake as his car met with the guard rail.  Sparks and the clawing sound of metal against 

the rail surrounded him.  He swerved to the side to keep from driving off course. 

He needed to reach a hospital, he was loosing too much blood…The last thing 

Robert remembered was his blood flowing off the steering wheel, and how he couldn’t 

feel the pain any more, just a dull numb feeling…Robert blacked out jus before his car 

flipped over the guard rail and into the trees, and the air bags burst open. 

 

Disappearance 

 Robert awoke feeling drained.  His back ached with tiredness, and drowsiness 

blurred his surroundings.  A splitting migraine interrupted his thoughts.  He blinked 

several times and looked around. 

He was in the driver’s seat of his wrecked car.  Shards of glass lay everywhere, 

covering him like an abstract glass sculpture.  The front window had smashed when it 

had collided with a tree, which was currently caving in on the passenger-seat side of the 

car. 
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Slowly and cautiously, he stood.  Glass fell to the ground as he stood---the 

abstract sculpture awakening.  He pushed on the door and it creaked open, swinging on 

the remaining hinge.  He stepped outside. 

The car was totaled.  The crushed vehicle was no more than scrap metal.  If only 

that was the worst of his problems. 

Robert checked his hand.  The swelling had receded; dried blood caked the 

wound, and it looked like it easily could have happened in the crash. 

Sirens wailed in the distance.  The crash had been reported.  They were coming.  

Robert could hust scarcely think over his migraine—he groaned with each wave of the 

headache—but he managed to keep in sight what had to be done. 

He tore the license plates off the car.  They can’t be able to trace the car back to 

me.  I have to disappear.  He checked the car for any other traces of himself. 

In the glove compartment, he found a photograph; Robert, six months ago.  He 

was receiving an award from the Geiger Medical Association once more for his 

preliminary research in Vampirism.  Robert looked at the elation in his face, the happiest 

he had ever been in his career.  A tear flowed down his cheek as he pocketed the 

photograph and fled into the trees. 

 

Host 

 After running for hours, Robert, hungry and exhausted, slowed to a walk.  

Spotting a sign that read, “Apartments for Rent”, e ducked inside to speak with the 

landlord.   

 The landlord looked at Robert suspiciously when he told the man he needed the 

apartment that night.  His suspicion melted away, however, as Robert shoved several 

thousand dollars in his hand.  So, he had a place to stay for now. 

 Inside, Robert frowned as he watched the evening news.  “Breaking News” the 

news reported said.  “Robert Cummings, well-known doctor and friend, was reported 

missing today after he disappeared from his home in North Potomac.  It appears he left 

his office in the Geiger Medical Association Testing Laboratory in a rush.  Signs of blood 

give investigators to believe that he was injured.  The association awarded him six 

months ago for research in the subject of Vampirism.  Police say it is too early to know if 
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this has any involvement in the disappearance.  If you see any sign of him, or have any 

information to share, call the following number…”  He turned off the TV. 

 Robert was nervous.  Twelve hours and he still wasn’t hungry.  When was the last 

time he had eaten?  Breakfast?  He remembered gulping down a bowl of fruit before 

heading off to work. 

 He walked to the mini-fridge of his newly rented apartment and swung open the 

door.  He stacked several cheeses, bread, and ham onto the table and forced himself to 

eat.  He wasn’t the least bit hungry, but he wanted to reassure himself that he was still 

normal. 

 Robert’s stomach began to cramp.  He groaned and knelt over.  It didn’t help—in 

fact, his stomach was cramping even more. 

 Amidst the pain, Robert racked his brain—when had the lab rats in the study 

eaten?  The answer flooded back to him, and suddenly he felt even more sick.  As if on 

queue, the attack came. 

 Jolted by an invisible wave, Robert yelped as his back bent inward.  He fell to the 

floor in another bust of energy.  This was when the lab rats had fed. 

 Answers to his question fell into place as he tripped and crawled toward the mini-

fridge.  The vampire lab rats had fed twice a day in violent spasms, where they searched 

for raw meat for several minutes.  Under the condition where they didn’t acquire raw 

meat within the frame of time, they entered a coma or died outright. 

 Robert frantically threw food aside as he searched the freezer.  He had prepared 

for this.  Some small part of him, the part that had remained sane, had known that this 

would happen.  There was no wat to avoid it after a direct infection.  It was a disease. 

 Finally, his hands met the packs of meat he had stored away.  He tugged, sending 

meat packs cast throughout the apartment room, and the fridge to the ground. 

 He dove to the first meat pack in his direct line of sight and tore away the plastic 

cover.  Without hesitation, he sank his teeth into the meat, viciously tearing away at it. 

 Then it was over.  The cramp in his stomach receded, and Robert sank onto an 

armchair in exhaustion.  “It’s happened” he breathed as he gasped for air. “I am a 

vampire.” 
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Temptation from the West 
By Bethany Stobbe 

 

 

            I released the door, and it slammed shut. The wind from the open window washed 

across my face as I let out my breath. Staring at the swaying curtain, I caught my body 

moving slightly with the fabric. A glance behind me assured my tired mind and body that 

the bed was right behind me. I wilted down onto the hard hotel bed. My eyes focused on 

the swirling patterns on the ceiling, but I quickly shut my lids as the curves started to 

oscillate into ocean waves. I could feel hot streaks of liquid squeezing out of my clamped 

eyes and rolling down my cheeks into my ears. Turning onto my stomach, I began to 

pound the pillows with my fists. 

            What am I doing? Viorica, you are crazy—no wait, I have a plan. I’m organized, 

and I know what I am doing next. How is this all supposed to work out? It’s going to fail. 

I have been thinking about every detail for months now. This is my dream. Relax. I don’t 

even speak the language well. They all talk too fast. They want to help me learn; they’ll 

be patient; they understand. This is my American dream. 

            My thoughts battled back and forth. I felt like Gollum, that ugly little character 

whom I had grown to love. I first saw him in the theatre in Chisinau. Surrounded by 

popcorn munchers, smooching lovers, snoring grandfathers, and scared kids, I realized 

that the torn guide created by Tolkien was very similar to me. As I rebelled against the 

perfect person I was becoming, Gollum, a computer animated freak, came to life inside of 

me. When I saw him fall to his death in Mount Doom, my heart screamed in agony. His 

life ended in tragedy. Is there any hope for me? 

            I pushed my shoes off and kicked them over the edge of the bed. I needed to get 

up and put on my pajamas, but I soon gave up the fight. Good-night. 

            Sometime early in the morning I awoke and rose to change. I flung off my shirt 

and pants and pulled my pjs out of my suitcase. I fumbled around with them in the dark 

trying to find which way was up. The warm cocoon of cotton surrounded me, and I slid 

back into bed. I heard the accelerating noise of airplanes taking off. People clomped by in 

the hallway and talked loudly. The room was now still, and the curtain hung limp, faintly 

outlined by the moon’s reflections. 
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            Now was the time for men and women to lie in bed and mourn over all the things 

they should have done and didn’t, as well as all the things they shouldn’t have done, but 

did. My list was long, and I felt smothered by guilt. I shouldn’t even be here in the hotel 

room. I don’t belong here in an airport in Paris planning to travel to America. I belong in 

Moldova, in Chisinau. 

            I should have listened to my friends when they said to me, “Viorica, don’t go. 

You are hurting yourself. You will be lost there in America. You won’t be needed, really 

needed. We need you here in Moldova. We need your ability to speak English, your 

leadership, your confidence, your exuberance, your creativity.” 

            I should not have listened to the soft, silky, irritated voice in my head, “Don’t 

listen to them. They don’t really care about you. They just want to use you. They need to 

grow up and figure out how to do it on their own. You will never have a chance to rise 

here. You will hit the ceiling of poverty which clings over Moldovan villagers. Take this 

opportunity to get out while it is available. Don’t look back. You won’t regret it if you 

leave. You will be able to forget all of them and start a new, fulfilling life in 

America.R21; 

            I clutched my head and moaned in agony. I am being torn apart. Can I change my 

mind once again? Two worlds call my name and both voices are loud. One world calls in 

Romanian, the other in English. One world is still trying to separate itself from the Soviet 

Union which held it in a strangling grasp for so long, the other is the earth’s most 

powerful country. One offers me endless ministry opportunities, many places to help 

hurting people. The other, well, the other country offers the same, but it offers me money 

as well. It gives me a chance to rise and become someone who has chances, 

opportunities. I can never escape poverty in my old country, my birthplace, my 

homeland. In my adopted country, I am offered a life where even the poor live with 

enough food, sturdy shelter, and clean clothes. 

            I know so many men and women who would pay whatever price asked of them, if 

they had the money, to have the chance being handed to me. They would leave Moldova 

with not even a glance over their shoulder and no tears. Why am I different? Is it because 

I know I am doing the wrong thing? Deep down do I know I am making the wrong 

choice? 
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            No! No! Oh, this is exhausting. I just want to go back to sleep, sleep that will last 

forever. I don’t want to face life. My name is Viorica. But who is this person that I am 

becoming? My thoughts won’t straighten out. Whenever I try to lie still, my brain runs 

off in a million directions. I picture the medieval torture of a man being strung between 

four horses who gallop off in separate directions. His torn pieces fly into the wind. His 

dying screams fade quickly, yet before they go, they tear a hole in the galaxy. 

            That is enough. I don’t want to be torn apart. I will get a hold of myself. 

            Planes of light filtered into the room on either side of the curtain. Ahh! Planes—

what time is it? Have I missed my flight yet? A glance at my cell phone calmed the panic. 

It was only 

8 am; I had several hours until my flight. I should be in America now. If that flight hadn’t 

been cancelled, I wouldn’t have had this extra day to mull over the whole course of my 

life. Good thing the airline had to put me up in a hotel room. That was a long night. 

Brains are funny things that never seem to rest. They just keep plowing on even when 

you scream at them to take a break! 

            Maybe it’s fate, God, whatever, that made me stop here. It all seemed so clear 

when I was packing in Chisinau, when I bought my tickets, when I found a roommate and 

an apartment in the US, even when I said goodbye to my tearful friends. Get out, take the 

chance, that was all my mind thought. Now, though, all I can think of are those faces. 

            Little girls in buzz cuts because of the lice. Little boys wearing tennis shoes with 

holes right through the soles. Hectic days of helping kids find their other sock, their hair 

bow. The faces belong to children in orphanages all over Moldova. And then another 

child comes to my mind. 

            She stands staring curiously at the Americans. She peers up through distraught 

eyes at a huge brick orphanage. She is crying in a room full of twin beds with pink 

coverlets. She is making a promise. What is that promise? I don’t want to think about it. I 

know that if I remember I will realize I am making a mistake. I will find out what I need 

to do. No, I don’t want to remember. It will change my life. My plans will be dashed to 

the ground. My gorgeous stained glass window will fall apart into a meaningless pattern 

of colored glass. 

            The echo fills my head, “Thank you, God, for these Americans who were willing 
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to give this package to me with the coat that I needed. And, dear God, please let me grow 

up to give packages to other children some day. Let me help other people who need to be 

cared for, too.” A little girl feeling the hurt seep into her life. And her joy is crowded out. 

It almost goes out like a candle wavering in the wind. But a coat, a blue coat, protects the 

candle. The little girl’s soul is warmed and finds new hope and new joy. 

            Where, oh where, did that little girl go? Somewhere along the way from little girl 

to young woman she must have gotten lost. Something happened that made me focus my 

life totally on me. I lost my love for serving others. And that was that. Can I ever again 

feel the joy that comes from reaching a helping hand to the hurting people around me? 

            I popped out of bed and rummaged in my overnight bag. A rumpled T-shirt and 

jeans gradually released themselves from the tangle. I got dressed and went to look in the 

mirror. Hmmm…I didn’t look my worst, but I had looked better. My hair is the type that 

stays untangled even in a hurricane. My eyes looked subdued, like those of a brown cow 

placidly chewing her cud. I can’t stand makeup or else I have just never acquired the 

habit of slathering it across my face. I figure, if people don’t like the way I look without 

makeup, then I don’t need them as friends anyways. I grabbed the scratchy hotel 

washcloth, soaked it, and scrubbed my face vigorously. Maybe that will help me feel 

more awake than I look right now. 

            Grabbing my plane ticket, room card, and pocketbook, I headed out the door. I 

took a moment to gaze from the balcony at all the people in the lobby. Men and women 

were scurrying in every direction. Bell boys eagerly grabbed at luggage. Little children 

clung tenuously to their parents’ hands. After a search, I found the elevator. I had been 

too tired last night to take much note of my surroundings. I had to press the little button 

several times to make it light up, but finally the elevator came. Walking down the 

hallway to the entrance, I observed the families, businessmen, and couples who made up 

this hotel’s population. The jumble of voices washed over me, and I didn’t really 

understand most of it anyways. I do know some French, but this was a multi-national 

hotel. Some English drifted around me, and glancing around, I found I tried to pick out 

the Americans. Then my mind began racing again. Not now, not so soon. 

            The rotating door stopped its whirling life for a moment before I pushed my way 

through, and then I was out in the bright sunshine. People rushed in both directions with 
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grim expressions on their tired faces. As I walked along the sidewalk toward a nearby 

café, I watched their eyes. Some people stared boldly back at me, others guiltily dropped 

their gaze to the parade of shoes moving along the dirty concrete. I saw brown eyes, blue 

eyes, green eyes; sad eyes, joyful eyes, angry eyes, defeated eyes; eyes that were dull, 

conquered, crying, laughing, shouting, exultant. 

            I found an empty table on the sidewalk outside the café and adjusted the chair, so 

I could watch the people walking by. As I thought more about how wonderfully complex 

the eye itself is, my mind wandered back to Gollum with his huge eyes. “Two big round 

pale eyes”—that’s how they are described in The Hobbit. Do my eyes look like that? Oh, 

right now I wish Gandalf could just come along and say, “Poof! You are Sam now, a 

loyal and loving hobbit. You are no longer Gollum, the sneaky, treacherous, torn-apart 

animal.” But Gandalf couldn’t do that for the real Gollum, so I suppose he can’t do it for 

me either. 

            “Vous desirez?” the waiter asks as he wends his way through the maze of tables 

and chairs to my chosen corner. 

            “Je voudrais un jus d’orange et un croissant, te rog, um, i mean, s’il vous plait.” 

Hmmm, I can’t even keep French and Romanian separated. I need to pay more attention 

to my words.     

            I thought I had an epiphany back in that hotel room, yet here in the sunshine with 

a human highway rushing by my resting place, my mind is torn again. A picture fills my 

mind of a little girl in a pea green jacket holding a sky blue coat with white fur around the 

hood. The expression on her face is one of pure ecstasy. How can a coat make a little girl 

so happy? I have to keep searching.   
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The End 
By Eric Tuvell 

 

 

“Honey, what do we have planned for today?” I asked my wife. 

 “What?” she responded. 

 “What do we have planned for today?  Anything important?” 

 “Let me check…  Yes.  At twelve we have a meeting with Nate’s recruiter.” 

 “Okay.  Are we going to meet him at the station, or is he going to come here?”  I 

asked. 

 “He’s coming here.” 

 I continued to eat my breakfast, waffles and syrup with a glass of milk, while my 

wife, June, checked her e-mail.  In the next room I could hear her typing on the keyboard, 

humming to herself.  Suddenly, I heard her exclaim “John, come here.  I received an 

email from Joe.” 

 “Okay, honey.  Let me finish my breakfast.” 

 After I had finished, I went into the computer room.  “Okay, June.  Where is the 

e-mail.” 

 “Give me one second.” 

 She closed the solitaire game on the computer, and opened up her e-mail program.  

“Here it is.” 

 As I started to read the e-mail, I remembered how much I missed my son, Joseph, 

who has been stationed in Iraq for, it seemed, forever. 

 

Dear Mom and Dad, 

I don’t have time to write much, as we are going out on our final patrol in a little while.  I 

can’t wait to see you all!  I have remained safe this whole time (somehow), and I hope to 

keep so this last patrol.  See you all soon! 

Love, 

Joe 
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“Glad to hear he is doing okay.  He sent this at two in the morning, so his patrol 

must be over.  We haven’t heard anything, so he must be fine,”  I said, looking at my 

wife. 

 “I hope so.” 

 “June, are you okay?”  I asked. 

 “I’m fine John.  I just miss him.” 

 “Me too, honey.” 

 

“June, someone is at the door.  Will you answer it?” 

“Sure.”  A little while later, I heard her open the door.  “Hello, sir.  Are you here 

to see Nate about his recruitment?” 

“No ma’am.  Mrs. Kia, is your husband at home?” 

“Yes, sergeant.  Come in.” 

“Thank you ma’am.” 

“John?  It’s the recruiter.  He wants to talk to you.” 

“Okay June, I’ll be right there.” 

I put down my coffee, and I walked into the entranceway.  Standing there, with 

his hat off, was a man in a perfectly arranged military uniform.  I had never met Nate’s 

recruiter, and I was immediately impressed. 

“Sergeant, how are you today?”  I asked. 

“Mr. and Mrs. Kia, I am not here about your son Nate…” 

“Is everything okay?  Did something happen.” 

“Sir, ma’am.  There has been an incident in Iraq.  Your son, Joseph Kia, was 

killed while on patrol.” 

“Our son is fine, we heard from him this morning.”  I said. 

“Sir, I am very sorry for your loss…” the sergeant said.   

I saw my wife sit down, and I immediately went over to her.  I hugged her, and 

we both began to cry.  We sat there for a long time, crying and thinking about our lost 

son, when suddenly there was a knock on the door.  I heard the sergeant, who had been 

standing at the door so that we would have privacy, open the door.  I heard him talking to 
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a man who introduced himself as Nate’s recruiter.  I did not hear the recruiter leave, as 

the realization that my other son would soon be in the service hit me. 

 

The rest of the day went by very slowly.  We sat on the couch the entire day, 

trying to take in the news.  Our son, Nate, had joined us after we heard the news.  As I sat 

there, I thought of him.  I had just lost one son, and I had another that was joining the 

military soon… 

 

We did not sleep at all that night.  The next morning, we once again heard 

knocking on the door.  It brought back memories of the news we had received the day 

before, and my wife started to sob again.  My eyes started to water, but I got up and went 

to the door, where there was a man in a military uniform.  I let him into the house, and 

led him to our kitchen table.  June came down a little while later, and we started to work 

on making the funeral arrangements.  Everything went so fast.  The officer informed us 

that the military would pay for the funeral, and that my son would be buried “with full 

military honors.” 

 After all of the funeral arrangements had been completed, we asked the officer if 

he could tell us how our son died.  We had not wanted to hear the story the day before.  

He told us that Joe was on patrol, when his convoy went past an improvised explosive 

device.  The device exploded near Joseph’s vehicle, and he was knocked unconscious.  

He died a short time later at the scene.  The medics who were nearby tried to keep him 

from dying, but they were unsuccessful. 

After the officer left, June and I once again went to our bedroom, where we sat 

together and talked about Joe.  A little while later, Nate joined us.  We all talked about 

our memories of Joseph, such as bringing him home from the hospital, playing catch, 

Christmas, birthdays, school, and his boot camp experience.  After we had all talked for a 

while, we finished calling our relatives and Joe’s friends, informing them that he had 

been killed in action in Iraq.  Each call was the same.  Each one was hell. 

 

On the day before the funeral, June, Nate, and I went down to the airport, where 

the plane carrying Joseph’s body would land.  He was the only casualty of the war being 
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brought home on that flight.  There was an honor guard, and as the body was carried to a 

car I thought of the pictures of this ceremony I had seen before.  It was terrible having to 

live it.   

We went home after the body of our son was taken to the funeral home, and we 

made sure everything was ready for his funeral the next day.  We answered phone calls 

asking us about the service, and we answered phone calls from people who wouldn’t be 

able to attend but wanted to tell us they were sorry.  People also came to the house 

throughout the day to do the same thing.  Each time I heard the doorbell, it brought back 

the memory of the day we found out that Joseph had been killed.  It was hell. 

 

On the day of the funeral, June woke up and she immediately started crying.  This 

woke me up too.  Seeing her crying like that was horrible.   

“John, I just can’t believe he’s gone.  He was so young.  Just so young…” 

As she said this, I realized that I was starting to cry, too.  “I know, honey…” 

“Why did this have to happen?  What have we accomplished?” 

“June, look at me.  He died doing his job…” 

 “I know, John.  I know.  But still, he didn’t have to die…” 

 “It wasn’t our decision to make.  He knew what he was doing when he enlisted.”  

I said. 

 “You’re right.  It’s just hard to believe that he’s…” 

 “I know.  I still don’t believe it.” 

 

After June, Nate, and I had dressed, we all went down to the funeral home where 

the viewing was taking place.  When we arrived at the home, we were greeted by the 

funeral director. 

“Mr. and Mrs. Kia.  Nathaniel.  I am very sorry for your loss.  Would you please 

accompany me to the viewing room to make sure that everything is in order?” 

“Of course,”  I said. 

“Follow me, please.”  The funeral director replied. 
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We followed him into the viewing room, where the first thing we saw was the 

coffin of our son.  It was surrounded by flowers, and it was closed.  There were American 

flags on both sides.  An honor guard stood at the coffin.   

“Is there anything you would like me to change?”  The funeral director asked. 

“No.  Thank you,”  June said. 

“Everything is fine,”  I replied. 

 

A few hours later, the first mourners started to arrive.  As the viewing went on, 

more and more people showed up, each of whom walked past the coffin.  Some people 

paused a moment before the coffin, some touched it, and some knelt by it and prayed.  

Throughout the entire viewing the honor guard stood at the coffin, unmoving.  They all 

showed the respect my son deserved.  It was a very moving sight. 

After the viewing was finished, June, Nathaniel, and I drove to the church where 

the memorial service would be held.  The body of our son arrived soon after we did, and 

the mourners soon after that.  The church filled up quickly, but people still kept coming 

in.  There were people coming in that I had never met.  They had read about Joseph’s 

death in the paper, and they came to show their respect. 

At 5:00, the funeral service started.  Joseph’s coffin, covered by an American 

flag, was brought into the sanctuary.  It was carried by military personnel in perfectly 

arranged dress uniforms.  As it was brought in, everybody stood up.  Those who were in 

the military or police forces saluted.  The rest just stood there and followed the coffin 

with their eyes.  June, Nathaniel, and I followed the coffin to the front.  Once it was 

placed in the center of the stage, we were led to our seats by another military member. 

 Everybody stood as “Amazing Grace” was played by the military honor guard.  

As the song played, soldiers, police officers, and firefighters all saluted.  Everybody else 

put their hands on their hearts.  I looked over at June, and I saw that she was crying.  Nate 

was crying too.  I sobbed, and the realization that my son was dead finally hit me.  It was 

the worst moment of my life, but it was also one of the most beautiful. 

 Once the song ended, our minister stood up and motioned for everybody to sit 

down.  Everybody did, and nobody talked.   
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 “Good afternoon,”  our minister said.  “We gather here today to remember the 

memory of Joseph Kia, who was recently killed in Iraq.  He was a good person, who 

grew up in this church.  He was the best son anybody could ever ask for.  Please join me 

in a moment of silence to honor the memory of Joseph.” 

 I had heard speeches similar to that at other funerals I had attended, but this one 

was far more difficult to listen to. 

 After the moment of silence was over, June, Nate, and I all walked to the stage.  I 

put my speech onto the podium, adjusted the microphone, and began. 

 “My son, Joseph Kia, was a good person.  He signed up for the military because it 

felt like the right thing to do.  He wanted to defend freedom, and that is what he did.  He 

knew what the risks were.”  I looked around the church, and I saw that many people were 

crying.  The honor guard was standing near my son’s coffin, which was still draped in an 

American flag.  I continued my speech, telling everybody of my memories of Joseph, 

what a good person he was, and how he would be missed.  When I had finished, my wife 

said a few words, and Nathaniel did the same thing.  After we were finished, we went 

back to our seats, where we listened to the speeches of a few relatives, and some of 

Joseph’s military superiors. 

 After all of the speeches had been completed, “Amazing Grace” was played one 

more time as Joseph’s coffin was carried out of the church to the hearse.  We were led to 

a car by the funeral director, and we followed the hearse to the cemetery.   

 When we arrived at the cemetery, Joseph’s coffin was carried from the hearse to 

his grave, still covered by the American flag.  After everybody was gathered around the 

gravesite, the minister said a few words.  After he was finished, there was a moment of 

silence.  At the end of the silence, “Taps” was played by a soldier.  At the end of “Taps” 

we looked to our left, and we saw eight soldiers standing in a row at attention.  Seven of 

them had rifles, and one of them did not.  He was the one giving the orders for the 21-gun 

salute. 

 “Ready.  Aim.  Fire!” 

 “Ready.  Aim.  Fire!” 

 “Ready.  Aim.  Fire!” 
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 When the 21-gun salute was over, everybody looked at the coffin one last time.  

Eight soldiers stood near it, preparing to fold the American flag.  The civilians in 

attendance put their hands over their hearts; those in the military saluted. 

 The soldiers picked the flag up off of the coffin of my son, and carefully folded it 

into a perfect triangle.  Then, one of them took the flag and walked over to my wife.  As 

he handed it to her, she once again started to cry.  I did, too. 

 Finally, the coffin was lowered into the grave. 

 

 A few months after the funeral of my son, our second son Nate graduated from 

boot camp.  It was a proud moment, but it brought back memories of Joseph.   

 Two weeks after he graduated from boot camp, Nate received a letter stating that 

he would be going to Iraq.  We spent as much time with him as we could.  Watching him 

board the plane to Iraq brought back memories of Joseph. 

 We heard from Nate a couple of times a week.  He said that things were going 

well, but we were still worried.  It seemed like he had been away forever. 

 

 The last e-mail that we received from Nate told us that he would be going on a 

mission to find insurgents.  He said he would be careful, and that he would be okay. 

 

 The next morning, we heard the sound of the doorbell. 
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Like a Rolling Stone 
By Kiana Swatzell 

 

 

I’m trapped, nowhere to run.  The window is jammed. 

“Get out of here, you good for nothing rotten child!” 

My hands shake, and I hear that miss May has unlocked my door.  Her round 

figure is wedged in the doorway.  I hear a clanking of metal against the wall from behind 

her and the quick sound of a whip cutting through the air.  I plead to myself that it’s not 

the belt.  I glance up hesitantly and faintly see that she dangles what I fear most in her 

crooked fingers.  She looks at me as though I am the devil, but she is not afraid.  I am 

afraid. 

“I am going to beat you so hard that you will wish you were never born.” 

No one can ever make me wish that. 

“You will not walk when I am done with you.  You will not speak.” 

Usually the fact that she always gets stuck in the doorway would make me laugh 

inside, but not today. 

“You will not be able to use your hands.” 

“No…” 

“You will never play that disgusting guitar, ever again.” 

“No, please not my hands.  Anything but my hands.” 

At that moment I fall to the ground.  I cannot fight back, so I trace the tip of my 

finger along the murky window in the shape of letters until I spell out the words “HELP 

ME.”  Darkness takes over my already black and white world as I hear Miss May force 

her way through the threshold.  The last thing that I remember was feeling a piercing pain 

lash me across my chest.  Then, I was out. 

The fierceness of my shaking wakes me up.  I notice my windows are pried open, 

allowing the frosty air bite my skin.  My body aches from head to toe, and as I get up to 

check my surroundings, I let out a terrible cry.  I know I can do this; the pain will go 

away, once I reach my guitar.  When I start playing, everything that is bothering me will 

fade away into the darkness and I will be in a world where no one can hurt me anymore.  

No one can tell me that I am a “good for nothing child” who doesn’t deserve to live. 
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Sometimes, telling myself these things makes the pain go away, and sometimes it 

makes a whole different kind of pain come back to me.  When this pain comes to mind I 

pull out a piece of paper that I keep secretly in the back pocket of my jeans. 

On the back of the paper there are words.  Words that because I couldn’t see, I 

could never read.  Though I knew there were words because my father who had written 

them left an indent in the paper.  On the other side of the sheet is a drawing.  As far as I 

can tell he had drawn a man.  He has curly hair that sticks out from his head.  His eyes 

are covered with black sunglasses and his head is tilted up to the right of him.  I can see 

that his jaw is wide-set.  He looks like I do.  So close in resemblance that it scares me.  

The only difference is that he is many years older than 14, my age. 

Perched on his shoulders I see a harmonica held up by a metal looking structure.  

In his lap there is a guitar.  That is another thing that we have in common; we both play 

the guitar.  He has long fingernails on his right hand, which is used to pick at the strings. 

The only reason I know so much about this picture is because I have been looking 

at it all my life.  I’m sure that I am missing many other details, because I was born legally 

blind; I cannot see colors.  I see white and shades of black and grey.  If I look closely, I 

can see better, but never clearly.  For the most part, I only see shapes and the general 

outline.  You would think I could never strike a string on a guitar, but I don’t even have 

to look at it to make music.  I just let my right hand strum, while my left holds the strings 

to hit the different chords.  I know that my father, Paul Letterman, played the guitar too.  

He was in a band once.  When I still lived with him he would tell me that his favorite 

singer was an artist named Bob Dylan.  One song in particular he would play every night.  

If only I could remember how it went. 

On the day that my dad left, he had placed the drawing into my hands.  His voice 

was soft and soothing before he jumped into a van with all his buddies and drove away, 

when he said “You will find comfort in the music Elton.  It will make you live.” 

That was the last time that I ever saw my dad.  He left nothing behind but the 

drawing and a memory.  My mother, Sue, cried for weeks.  She died a month later and 

that was when I was sent away to a place where I would always be lonely, sad, and hurt.  

They threw me into an orphanage down in the dumps of New York City.  The building 

was, and still is, run down and falling apart.  I am kept on the third floor, where the light 
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bulbs never work and the water never runs.  Miss May, the head mistress, is obese and 

cruel.  I don’t know what I ever did to make her mad, but she treats me like I am a 

diseased animal.  It seems like she beats me every night, and throws water at me every 

morning.  She never calls me Elton; the names vary from “Filthy Rat”, “Dirty 

Scoundrel”, and “Good for Nothing Rotten Child.”  I tell myself her words mean less to 

me than the way she looks.  I assure myself that I am worth something more than what 

those names mean.  One day I found a guitar in perfect condition thrown out in the trash 

of one of my neighbors and kept it to myself.  When I play it Miss May tells me that I 

will die before I learn to play it the right way.  I may not have had a lesson in my life, but 

I know that there is something special that happens when I reach my guitar.  It is what I 

turn to when I need to bring my hopes up.  It makes me happy.  Now I have found the 

truth in what my father said; the guitar is what keeps me going, what gives me a sense of 

comfort, it is what makes me live. 

Right now I cannot find my jacket, or anything at all for that matter.  The only 

light that is guiding me is the glowing of the moon outside my window.  I try to get up 

again, this time controlling the sound of my cries.  I grab hold of the windowsill for 

balance in order to get myself up.  I see that it is early morning and people are already 

outside walking dogs.  There is talk of a famous singer in town. He plays the guitar and 

harmonica, supposedly, and is throwing a free concert. 

I climb out of the window and stand on the ledge that hangs over the ladder 

beneath it.  I ignore the pain that jolts through my body as I hit the ground from jumping 

off the last step.  I stop and look around to see if my neighbors saw me come out.  If they 

had, they would throw glass cups and plates at me from their yards and windows.  

Sometimes they even throw old hand-me-down at me, which I take and keep for myself.  

This was because Miss May had turned the neighbors against me by filling their heads 

with lies about me being a psycho that hurt himself and the other children in the 

orphanage.  Once I know that they hadn’t spotted me I grope around at the floor to feel 

only dust until I come across something made of denim; a jean jacket that I decide to pull 

on and keep for myself.  I walk south until I reach the next street down, and I hear kids 

walk by on their way to Sunday school.  I smile at the shadow of a little girl.  I cannot see 

the expression on her face but I can hear her scream as she runs back to her mom.  I 
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realize that I must seem like some dead beaten boy.  I feel the bruises on my body, but I 

cannot see them. 

“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to scare you,” I whisper.  I know she cannot hear me, 

but I tell her anyway.  I turn the corner and find the dumpster that I hide my guitar 

behind.  As I pull it out I blow off the dust and dirt that I imagine collected on it 

overnight.  I sit down, cross my legs and set my guitar gently and still in my lap.  I pluck 

some strings and close my eyes.  The sound of all the people, and all the cars honking 

slowly fades into the blackness.  Everything I fear leaves as well: the belt, Miss May, and 

the way people look at me.  The music fills my head through my ears and I imagine a 

world full of bliss.  I don’t feel like I am sitting on cold hard dirt and cement, I feel like I 

am on a cloud. 

Soon enough, I am caught.  As my neighbors come out with ceramic cups and 

glass plates, I jump to my feet and spring until I am clear and out of harms way.  I don’t 

so much care if I get cut, as long as it’s not my guitar.  I just keep running. 

After a while I reach the ladder to my room.  When I get back to the window I 

make out the shape of a kid in the doorway.   

“Miss May is going to tear your head off when she finds out you still have that 

stupid guitar.” 

It’s Hannah. 

I jump in the window and quickly hide my guitar.  How could I have been so 

stupid as to forget to put it back? 

“No.  Please don’t tell her, Hannah.” 

“I don’t care what happens to some blind boy,” she laughs. 

I swallow hard and step forward with out even thinking. 

“Get away from me!”  Hannah yells as she slaps me hard against my cheek.  

“Miss May, come quick.  The blind boy is hurting me again!” 

“I didn’t tough you…” 

My heart is pounding, my breathing has gotten significantly faster and I don’t 

know where to run.  By now I feel the sweat drip down my forehead.  I ignore the sounds 

that come from down the hall; the laughs of the other children and the shakes of Miss 

May’s steps.  I lean against the windowsill and focus my attention on the melody a blue 
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jay is humming down the street.  I close my eyes and play along with it.  I pray to myself 

that she would stop and listen for a change.  I pray that she would like ht tune the bird 

and I shared.  I pray for her to have a change of heart.  I guess I don’t pray hard enough. 

She strides through the doorway, belt clanking, and I bolt out the window. 

“You come back here right now you Dirty Scoundrel!”  Miss May bellows. 

“You’re a pig!  Don’t you ever lay a hand on me again!”  I heard Hannah shout 

from above me. 

Behind her I hear the children giggle the devil’s laugh as I scurry down the ladder 

and onto the street.  I hold my guitar close to my chest to protest it, running so fast that 

the tail of my jean jacket slaps my back.  I cannot breathe when I try to catch my breath.  

The pounding of my heart is so strong that I cannot hear myself think. 

“I’m not a pig.”  I assure myself over and over again.  I sink down and allow 

myself to lean against a wooden pole.  Again, I place my guitar comfortably in my lap 

and close my eyes.  The blue jay had followed me all that way, still singing his song to 

me.  It is pleasant to listen to.  I start to play along with him, and as our music gets 

stronger all the bad things slip my mind into the complete unknown.  Before I know it I 

am humming in harmony with the bird and we have a full duet. 

“That sure is a nice tune you got there.” 

I open my eyes to see a man.  Did he just say that’s a nice tune?  That was a 

compliment, right?  I stutter the words “Thank you.”  It had been years since I last said 

that.  I noticed the ends of my lips grow wider. 

The man laughs and looks up to the right of him and that is when I notice; He has 

curly hair that sticks out from his head.  His eyes are covered with black sunglasses, and I 

can see that his jaw is wide-set.  He looks like I do.  So close in resemblance that it is 

scaring me now.  Quickly, my hand flies to my pocket and I pull out the paper. 

“You’re him.”  I murmur to myself. 

“My name is Bob Dylan.”  He smiles at me and lends me his hand.  I place my 

guitar on the ground and he helps me up. 

“You are my fathers favorite singer.”  I say. 

I make him laugh again.  “Thank you.”  He says. 

“No one has ever told me that I was a good guitarist” 
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“Well, who do you hang around with?  They must be deaf” 

“Thank you.  Thank you, again.”  I say. 

“What’s your name kid?” 

“Elton Letterman” 

“Elton Letterman,” He looks at his feet then takes off his glasses, “you look I like 

I did when I was fourteen years old.” 

I ask Mr. Dylan if he would mind reading what was on the back of the drawing 

for me.  He grins and says he wouldn’t. 

He takes the paper from me and unfolds the creases I had made, then stops as he 

recognizes himself.  “Did you draw this?” 

“No, I think it was my dad.” 

“That’s a darn good drawing.” 

He turns the paper over and says, “It’s no wonder that you can’t read this, it looks 

like chicken scratches.” 

I chuckle and correct him by saying that was not the reason I could not read it.  I 

tell him it is because I am legally blind. 

He puts a hand on my shoulder and reads from the back of the picture, “You will 

find your way out of a rolling stone.  Don’t mind the foot in your doors” 

I crinkle my brow.  “What does that mean?” 

He looks at me and shakes his head, “Don’t have the faintest idea.” 

We walk on for a long time without saying anything, and in the silence of the mid 

day I try to make some sense of what my father had written. 

Later on he asks me to join him in playing a free concert that he is holding.  Right 

away, I tell him that I would love to.  I say “thank you” over and over again, until he 

finally asks me to stop. 

That night as I walked up onto a large black stage with Bob at my side, I find the 

shapes of millions of bodies before me.  I think twice about everyone staring at me, the 

looks they might give, and I almost back out.  The lights that shine on us blind my 

already dysfunctional eyes with pure whiteness.  I asked Bob if I could borrow his 

sunglasses.  He gives them to me without question. 
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“I know you’re going to do fine Elton.  Just pick up what I am about to play here 

in a second.” 

He turns his head from me and looks to the crowd of people that begin to shout 

even louder.  We’re gonna play you a song here, me and my friend Elton Letterman.  

He’s blind, never once had a lesson, and is just about the most brilliant guitarist I’ve 

heard in years.  Mr. Dylan ruffles the hair on my head and smacks my back as if to say, 

he’s proud of me.  “This one is called ‘Like a Rolling Stone’.” 

Moments later I hear the keys on a piano start to play and the drums start to beat 

behind me as Mr. Dylan strikes a few chords.  He fastens the harmonica that rests on his 

shoulders comfortably and gradually the music starts to pick up faster and stronger.  The 

crowd screams as if they suddenly recognize the song.  Somewhere I have heard it before 

too, and somehow it had escaped my mind for all these years.  Dylan nods at me as a cue 

to start playing along.  I close my eyes and pick up the melody.  That is when I become 

aware of the fact that I am playing the song that my father loved.  Dylan begins to sing 

his lyrics and as he gets to the chorus my eyes fill with tears.  “How does it feel, to be 

without a home?  Like a complete known?  Like a rolling stone…” 

His words overwhelm me because of the fact that I can tell you how it feels to be 

without a home.  I can explain to you the pain of being a complete unknown.  For I have 

gone my life hated, unnoticed and ignored before this day.  I haven’t been able to find a 

place where I could go when things got hard and when times turned lonely.  My guitar 

has been my only friend. 

The words of my father unfold as I see the clearest ting in my life fall out in front 

of me; I am a lonely rock stumbling by on a path called life.  Right now, Miss May, her 

belt, the children and my neighbors are the one giant foot in the door that I need not 

notice.  I will keep on believing in myself and in the words of my father.  With my guitar 

clenched tightly in my hands and close to my heart, I will find my way out of a rolling 

stone. 

I stand up and together Dylan and I starting singing the chorus again, but this time 

I know the words won’t hurt me. 
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Maze 

by Graham Florence 

 

 

You see all the twists and turns 

The beginning and the end 

Matching wits with a dash of ink 

And you never cease to learn 

Humility, and how to think. 

 

That tapestry of lines 

That timekilling spider’s web 

A winding path, “one out of many” 

Pencil against paper grinds 

Find the exit, if there be any. 

 

A dark path guided by your hand 

Around the twists and turns 

A fork - and now you choose, 

Left or right, through this strange land 

This path may be a ruse. 

 

Dark shows paths as well as light, 

An explorer’s world of tunnels. 

Edges close in, paths will meet 

Dash through the remaining white 

A glimpse of light, but fleet. 
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In the City That Never Sleeps 
by Puneet Mundi 

 
 

While the giant buildings gaze down at me, 
The smell of fresh coffee embraces the air 

The cars honk uncontrollably while cellphones ring and 
people shout 

The smell of french-fries is clear through the heavy pollution 
and damp rain 

The blazing neon lights blink at the edge of a wide road filled 
with vehicles 

I sit here, goosebumps crawling up my arms, 
While all this happens outside my window in the city that 

never sleeps 
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Fox  

by Eden A. Marish Roehr 

 

 

I saw in the forest 

A fox slinking through the woods 

Light and carefree, 

Quiet and sneaky, 

Shy and clever, 

I recognize myself 
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The Cripple Who is Whole 
by Denmark Harris 

 
 

I may be blind 
But I am not crippled. 
Am I crippled because 
I am unable to judge? 

 
All I see 

Is the beauty in everyone 
The everlasting beauty 

That engulfs their very souls 
That permeates every cell 

Every pore, every vein throughout their body. 
 

What someone cannot see lies deep within. 
And the truth lies just beneath the surface 
Allow your consciousness to dive deep 

Deep within the realms of your inner being 
And tell me what you see. 

 
Those who are able to see are crippled 

As they feel the need 
To judge, to ponder, to discriminate 

I am not crippled, I am whole. 
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A Forgotten Face 
by Ben Oaks 

 
 

The man drinks, 
He drinks to relieve the pain, 
And he wastes the night away. 

 
As he continues to drink, 
A beast is released. 

A beast with malicious and cynical intent. 
 

He does not care for others, 
He cares little for himself. 

 
He sees the moon, 
What a pretty night, 
He says to himself. 

 
He runs to grab his keys. 

 
As he drives down a country lane, 

He veers off the road, 
Into a lake. 

His splash is not heard, 
He is forgotten. 
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Earth Travels 

by Lynlee Necaise 

 

 

If I could travel the earth, 

I would see what it was worth. 

In Australia I would watch kangaroos, 

And maybe buy a didgeridoo. 

I would see the pyramids in Egypt, 

And probably discover a long lost, crypt. 

Then, off to Germany, where the chocolate is 

renowned, 

It would be so good that I would buy at least one 

pound. 

China is next, perhaps I would see a Chinese Dragon 

Parade. 

Now Africa is the last stop on my crusade. 

I would see elephants, giraffes, and lions, from 

the jeep where I sat. 

I won’t forget to bring home a safari hat. 

After I traveled the earth, 

And saw what it was worth, 

I would look back on my travel, 

And I would have to marvel 

At all the things I learned, 

As my wide world turned 

I saw everything there was to see 

But I am happy as can be, 

When I am in my home 

Or wherever on the earth I roam. 
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Jumbo Size Kind 
by Maryetta Surrette 
 
 
She holds a purple crayon 
The jumbo size kind 
And she wears a red dress 
The simple jumper kind 
She has long dark bangs 
The straight and even kind 
With even longer and prettier hair 
So little girl, what’s the matter? 
 
She’s sitting next to a trash can 
That may be why she’s crying 
But I think it’s something different 
Something so obvious, 
You may never guess 
Maybe she doesn’t like white turtlenecks 
She might have wanted to wear the jumper alone… 
No it’s something else. 
 
She sits at a school desk 
About to color a drawing 
So maybe she doesn’t like the picture 
But we’re still not getting the picture 
Because there are tears in her big blue eyes now. 
The picture’s coming in 
It’s completely opaque 
I think the little girl just misses her mommy and daddy 
Because she’s always getting homesick 
Homesick – Yeah that’s it. 
The jumbo size kind. 
 
I know that little girl all too well 
And she knows me all to well too 
She just doesn’t know that she knows yet 
We’re not that different 
I’ve still got bangs, 
Although they don’t stand out as much 
And I dress for success in my favorite red cherry tank. 
I still hold a crayon 
But the color changes every once in awhile 
And I think it’s blue now, it’s been blue for awhile 
Baby blue actually 
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The thin Crayola kind. 
 
From time to time her nose gets puffy again 
And her smile begins to fade 
And her big blue eyes begin to water, 
But the reason’s all the same 
This girl – well – me – I’m a big sucker 
When I’m away from home too long 
Yeah, I get real homesick 
The jumbo size kind. 
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Looking Up 

by Kiana Swatzell 

 

 

I used to think elders were there just to make me 

laugh; 

Now I want to know all their advice 

So I don’t regret not knowing it earlier in life. 

 

I used to not think about the future; 

Now all I really think about is growing up 

And wonder about not being a kid. 

 

I used to wait for my mom to pick out my clothes 

every morning; 

Now I rarely ever 

Want her in my room. 

 

I used to spend my time playing cars with my 

brother, 

And wondered why he always made me laugh so hard; 

Now there is a wall between us 

That makes me not want to be around him. 

 

I used to stand tall 

Up to my father’s belly button; 

Now I’ve outgrown my mom, grandma, and grandpa. 

 

I used to cry when people threw jokes at me; 

Now I take in any chance to hear laughter 

From the people around me. 

 

I used to be afraid of the boy in The Shining, 

And the monsters on Buffy the Vampire Slayer; 

Now I’m afraid of telling my dad 

I don’t mind them anymore. 

 

I used to feel 

Carefree all the time; 
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Now I feel like that feeling is foreign and 

unusual. 

 

I used to watch my older brother to be like him; 

Now I look up at him and wonder 

Will my little brother look up at me 

 

And think the same thing; 

 

What happened to us? 
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Polka Dots 

by Allie Schmidt 

 

 

They’re on my pants, 

they’re on my bed, 

they’re on my fingers,  

and on my head! 

 

They’re on my walls 

they’re on my hat 

they’re even on my kitty-cat! 

 

They’re on my backpack, 

and on my chair, 

oh my gosh, 

they’re everywhere! 

 

How could this be, 

I could not see, 

until it had occurred to me, 

I had not had my glasses cleaned! 
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I Wonder If 
by Greg (last name not given) 

 
 
I wonder if, 
God woke up one day, 
Possibly had a bad day prior, 
Then to brighten his downed spirit, 
He looks far below, 
Only to be dashed against a stone, 
 
At first he didn’t believe it, 
Of course it couldn’t be true, 
He had to squint so hard, 
Just to make it past the opaque sky, 
God sees all the great forests, 
Now lying in ruins, 
It was obviously why 
The saplings didn’t take root, 
For they had no example to lead by, 
Or mother and father to watch over, 
Their day to day lives. 
 
God looks away, eyes closed shut, 
As tears cloud his vision, 
And like a horror film, 
He knows he shouldn’t look again, 
But for his heart he surely must. 
 
He peers all the harder, 
To see the deep blue sea, 
To see the fish swimming side by side, 
He sees one here, 
He sees one there, 
But he remembers when he created this earth, 
He put them everywhere, 
 
His whole body shudders, 
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For him to look away, 
Yet his eyes yearn for one last glimpse. 
 
Ugly sticks of death, 
Tear others limb from limb, 
Surely things could get no worse, 
God thinks he is surely right, 
 
His final glimpse 
Of the world 
Leaves him shattered. 
 
Never was it enough 
To kill one at a time, 
No, as god sees, 
The people far below, 
Must take all that is whole, 
And turn it to dust. 
And all for what purpose? 
 
God sags his head, 
Too tired to throw his hands up. 
He falls down in his bed, 
Crying himself to sleep, 
He wonders where the atrocities stop, 
Not even understanding the truth. 
And now I wonder if he will ever wake up. 
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